Oh hey, welcome to The Plagueworks!

Wanna know how to play?

Basics : the controls

On browser :
- Rotate the tiles : up
- Move right : right
- Move left : left
- Drag down : down
On mobile :
- Rotate the tiles : tap
- Move right/left : pan right/left
- Drag down : swipe down (be careful not to swipe in diagonal or the tiles will not stack
where you initially wanted)

On mobile, if the board appears ‘cropped’, click the little black button to activate the
fullscreen mode.

The bonuses

These little things can be very helpful when things start to be messy.
Let’s see how they work :
First (pink) : rerolls the incoming tiles
Second (blue) : kills the weakest reagent on the board
Third (purple) : destroys the entire lowest line

Still not sure about how to use them?
Let’s see the reroll first.

If you don’t want the incoming tiles (let’s say, a rock arrives but you don’t want to put it down
because the others on the board aren’t available to match), click on the pink to reroll them.
The 2 incoming combinations will be rolled anew. Pray the RNG god!
Now to see the weak killer one.

Want to get rid of these isolated piles of mud? The second bonus is the one you want : click
on the blue to remove each entity of the weakest reagent on the board. Not sure about what
is the weakest? Double check the unlocked reagents list on the left side of the board!
Lastly, the line destroyer.

It may be the most intuitive bonus. Just click the purple one to see the entire lowest line
disappear. Very helpful when things start to pile high!

How to get the bonuses?
Did you notice the small leaves above each bonus?

You need to earn them all to access the bonuses.
The pink one leaves are earned each time a match is done.
The blue one leaves are earned by matching more than 3 reagents at once.
The purple one leaves are earned by making chain matches (several consecutive matches
in a single move).

When will the game end?
If you pile reagents above the big black line, it’s over!

We hope this quick tutorial helped you play The Plagueworks in the most serene way
possible.
Feel free to tell us your thoughts about your experience!

Thanks again for playing with us.

